A dodge nitro

Reactivate now to get the information you were looking for! If you feel you have received this
message in error, please view our customer care FAQs or access your account information
here. Sign In. Become a Member. Remember Me. Not a member? Need further assistance?
Please call Member Services at View all Dodge Vehicles. The Nitro was based on the Jeep
Liberty and used the same hp, 3. Pronounced body lean and vague steering detract from agility.
The cabin is noisy, the ride is stiff and snappy, and the front end can become buoyant on the
highway. The footwells are extremely narrow and 4WD models have a part-time system that
lacks a low range. One nice feature is an optional sliding cargo floor that extends 18 inches
rearward and is rated to hold pounds. But overall the Nitro has little going for it, the driving
position is awkward, plus fit and finish are subpar. The Nitro's last model year was Whether
you're on a daily drive or a long road trip, these 10 are standouts. Who Owns Which Car
Brands? A road map to auto industry ownership and partnerships. CR's survey results point to
dependable hatchbacks, sedans, sports cars, and SUVs with a stick shift. Latest Dodge Videos.
Ready to Shop Local Inventory? Select Another Vehicle. Make a Donation Newsletters Give a
Gift. You no longer have digital access to ratings and reviews. Subscribe to receive new listings
for this search right in your inbox. Come in for a test drive today! Black with black leather
interior. Fully loaded with all the options. Power windows, locks, mirrors, and seats. Heated
seats. Fantastic condition in and out! Financing now avai Braby Motors is a certified used car
dealer, all our pre owned vehicles go through an 85 point inspection so you can trust they are
safe for you and your family! We offer used vehicle extended warranty options as well! Call or
email today and have one of our sales consultants This Dodge Nitro is for sale today in
Campbell River. This SUV has , kms. It's orange in colour. It has a 6 speed manual transmission
and is powered by a HP 3. Blue with black cloth interior. Power windows, locks, and mirrors.
Cruise control. Great shape inside and out, and easy to drive with great visibility. Loads of
space! Financing now available All Scheduled Maintenance. Fully loaded. Looks runs great. Low
mileage. Records available. Very clean interior. Well maintained. Excellent condition, regular
maintenance, new brakes, sun roof cruise control, power windows, tilt steering, large cargo
area, cd player and much more. Reach millions of car shoppers locally and nationally for free.
We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than
the average making it a Great Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated
that this vehicle is priced a bit lower than the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed
similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than
average making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may be certified, include additional options,
warranties making it Above Average Price. Contact seller for details. Certified Pre-Owned. Live
Chat 2. Virtual Appraisal 0. Home Test Drive 1. Online Reservation 1. Buy Online 0. Delivery 1.
SLT 3. Please enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min Price. Payment
range. Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must be greater than
Min Payment. Max payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. SUV 8. Beige 1. Black
1. Blue 2. Orange 2. Silver 1. White 1. Must be greater than Min Kilometres. Four Wheel Drive 5.
Rear Wheel Drive 1. Unknown 2. Gasoline 8. Automatic 6. Manual 2. Unknown 1. With Photos.
With Price. NEW Save Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this search right in your
inbox! Your email address Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving
emails from Trader Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn
off. Filter Results 8. Click here to try again. Priority Listings. All Listings. Mileage 92, km.
Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly. In Black Creek, km. Mileage , km. In Victoria, 7 km. In Salmon Arm,
km. Contactless Services New. In Campbell River, km. In Parksville, km. In Surrey, 94 km. In
Surrey, 93 km. List your car here! List your car for free. Find your next car by browsing our
extensive new and pre-owned Dodge Nitro inventory from local Dodge dealerships and private
sellers. You can also compare prices, trim specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall
history of Dodge Nitro of different years with similar vehicles. Learn more about different Nitros.
Show all years. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the bi-weekly
payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new vehicles offered for sale are being
offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all dealers and dealer telephone
numbers. Subscribe for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your inbox.
Your email address Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of Use
and Privacy Policy. Subscription complete! With styling unlike any other SUV in its class, the
all-new Dodge Nitro will get plenty of sales on looks alone; however, more discerning buyers
will likely be put off by its sloppy handling and so-so mileage. Most small SUVs are gentle
creatures -- conservatively styled, car-based designs that aspire to deliver practicality, comfort
and perhaps a touch of athleticism in an economical package. But leave it to Dodge to create a
compact sport-utility that won't play nice with its peers. An all-new offering this year, the Dodge
Nitro is based on a slightly lengthened version of a chassis also used for the Jeep Liberty. It's a

unibody design, but a non-independent rear suspension, a standard rear-drive configuration
with four-wheel drive optional and the use of large-displacement 3. Then, there's the matter of
styling, as the Dodge Nitro forsakes its competitors' soft curves for a Ram truck-like grille,
exaggerated fender flares and oversize tires that measure up to 20 inches in diameter,
depending on which trim level you select. It's a unique look for this class, although the Nitro's
high beltline and short glass area call to mind the Hummer family, while the faux vents in its
front quarter panels are cribbed from Land Rover's Range Rover Sport. For those who want a
small SUV with a definitively masculine presence, the new Nitro will surely do the trick.
Unfortunately, there's not as much substance as style. Even though Dodge retuned the
suspension to provide a sportier feel on pavement, the Nitro is ultimately unable to deliver the
kind of refined ride quality and responsive handling you get with true car-based SUVs like the
Mazda CX-7 and Toyota RAV4. Similarly, its V6 engines can't match the smoothness or
efficiency of competitors' smaller engines which are nearly as powerful. In its favor, the Dodge
Nitro offers a roomy, comfortable cabin that's well insulated from wind and road noise, but in
the highly competitive compact SUV class, this isn't enough to offset an overall subpar driving
experience. Standard equipment on the base SXT includes inch steel wheels, a roof rack,
air-conditioning, a six-speaker CD stereo, a volt outlet and power windows, mirrors and locks.
Step up to the Nitro SLT and you'll get inch alloy wheels, body-color exterior trim, a power
driver seat, cruise control, steering-wheel-mounted audio controls and a slide-out cargo floor
called Load 'n Go with tie-down points. Class III towing preparation is also available. A
five-speed automatic transmission is standard with this engine. All versions of the Nitro are
available with either rear-wheel drive or four-wheel drive 4WD. Nitro 4x4s have a part-time
system with high- and low-range gearing. Properly equipped, the Nitro can tow up to 5, pounds
regardless of drivetrain. Antilock disc brakes, traction control, stability control and full-length
side curtain airbags are standard on the Dodge Nitro. Acceleration is adequate with the 3. The
Nitro cruises quietly at highway speeds; the ride is mostly comfortable as well, though soft
suspension damping allows too much body motion over bumps. In keeping with the Nitro's
modest handling limits, the stability control system is undefeatable and quick to intervene
during aggressive maneuvers. Inside, the Nitro has a somewhat industrial feel, though faux
aluminum accents brighten the place up a bit. Materials quality is average for this class, with
only a few plastics that stand out as low-grade. An upright seating position provides a good
view out the front, and liberal use of soft cushioning makes it easy to get comfortable. Legroom
is ample for adults in the backseat, though the bench is mounted too low for optimal comfort.
There are With both the rear seats and the front-passenger seat folded, there are Doing so could
save you hundreds or thousands of dollars. Edmunds also provides consumer-driven
dealership sales and service reviews to help you make informed decisions about what cars to
buy and where to buy them. Simply research the type of car you're interested in and then select
a used car from our massive database to find cheap prew-owned vehicles for sale near you.
Once you have identified a used vehicle you're interested in, check the AutoCheck vehicle
history reports, read dealer reviews, and find out what other owners paid for the Used Dodge
Nitro. Is it better to lease or buy a car? Ask most people and they'll probably tell you that car
buying is the way to go. And from a financial perspective, it's true, provided you're willing to
make higher monthly payments, pay off the loan in full and keep the car for a few years.
Leasing, on the other hand, can be a less expensive option on a month-to-month basis. It's also
good if you're someone who likes to drive a new car every three years or so. Check out Dodge
lease specials Check out Dodge Nitro lease specials. Popular searches. My notifications My
Account. Review Features Save. View Photos. Appraise this car. Slow steering, unimpressive
road manners, subpar fuel economy, some cut-rate cabin materials. Other years. List Price
Estimate. ZIP Code. See all for sale. Edmunds' Expert Review. Vehicle overview. Read more.
Write a review See all reviews. I fell in love with the dodge nitro the second I test drove it. I have
since had zero problems for three years, aside from basic maintenance for brake pads and
such. Great MPG for the price of the car and the quality of the construction of the vehicle. Feels
very sturdy and it is. I think that this is the one car that I actually like from Dodge. Real Nice
Ride and Looks. This SUV is an all around awesome vehicle for the money. The other brands
mid size SUV's I looked at were too cramped for space inside, too common looking, and even
boring. The nicest ones were way up there in price, even before you add in options. Worst car
we've ever owned! The car has died!! In OCT it died on the side of the road. There was a surge
of power then a complete power loss. I lost all control to steer and went down into the medium
and that was the last time the car was driven. The car had more defects and problems from day
1. Glad it's gone! Our mechanic said the problems with the car are things that would have ended
up costing us more to fix than to buy a new car. It is now junked!! The car was bought used , the
day after we bought it the battery light came on we went to have it diagnosed and they said

either battery or alternator so we replaced both to be safe. About a wk later the smell of gas was
so strong we hurried home and parked it. We called the dealer and he sent us to his mechanic
the mechanic could find nothing wrong with it and said maybe we over filled it and said not to
force gas into the tank when the pump stops don't try to round it off to the next dollar. Ok we
did it and took a drive and it happened again, this time the smell was so horrible it was coming
out of the vents with the ac. We had to ride with the windows open coming through the
everglades at temps in the high 90's. The mechanic still can't find anything wrong with the car.
The windshield wipers won't shut off once they've been turned, so now when you want to wash
the windshield you have to continue your drive with the wipers intermittently coming on. The
back passengers door wouldn't open, the key faub doesn't work unless you are standing next to
the door pushing the button repeatedly. I usually give up and just unlock the door manually. The
faub has a new battery and is still junk. The tailgate pistons have gone 2x on the passenger side
in 4 months. I called to find out if the recalls have been taken care of I was told that they were all
done. Oh and the directionals don't go down all the way when pressed so it takes a few times to
get it to stay down to signal a turn. I absolutely despise this car and can't wait to get rid of it, it
is officially the worst car I have ever owned. It's constant fixes, defects, quirks and unreliability
are to much for anyone. If we want to go away for a couple of days we have to rent a car for fear
of it dying on the side of the road or the ever present possibility of it catching fire since no-one
can find the horrific gas smell that fills the car. Read less. Great looking body. Car itself is okay.
Mine is a and purchased it used in with only 10K miles. Car has been dependable and only big
complaint is the braking. It's too soft and spongy. Had it looked at and had brakes replaced and
rotors resurfaced. Some wind noise and loud engine noise can be annoying. Loud acceleration
and when coming out of a stop. On a stop, feels like it wants to stall but never has. I thought it
was because of the RPM being almost to zero. Had that looked at too and they said it was
normal. A couple of recalls but nothing major and was taken care of promptly. The last major
thing that happened to me a couple of months ago was that the car completely shut off while I
was driving. Luckily it happened while I was pulling into a store parking lot. Engine just shut off
and steering got hard to turn. Good thing it was not on the road or freeway. Can you imagine?? I
was able to pull into a parking spot right away while coasting. Was able to start it right up again
and rode straight home praying it would not stall. Rides good but can feel like a couch
sometimes. Harsh on bumps. Just happy that it didn't turn out to be a lemon. No repair costs
other then the normal maintenance stuff. Space cargo is huge. Interior is simple and plain. No
frills there. See all reviews of the Used Dodge Nitro. Write a review. Frontal Barrier Crash Rating.
Dynamic Test Result No Tip. Risk Of Rollover Not Rated. IIHS Rating. Side Impact Test. See full
safety scores. Sponsored cars related to the Nitro. Sign Up. Make Model Year. Price and
Payment. Vehicle History. Engine and Drivetrain. Vehicle Listing Details. Brendan Serba sold me
an almost new Pacifica. Good guy Thanks for a great experience and we love our Pacifica. This
roomy Nitro will have you excited to drive to work, even on Mondays!!! Momentous offer!!!
Priced below KBB Retail.. One vehicle unless otherwise noted and subject to prior sale without
notice. While supplies last. All advertised vehicles sold as-is without any implied warranty from
the dealer unless specifically noted. Price Expires Today. Access to hundreds of preowned
vehicles that are ready for sale. I came in looking for a cheap in expensive car. Our salesman
Dallas spent time with me and really listened to my concerns. It was nice to have someone treat
me like I actually mattered. The Manager John helped me to get into a car with much fewer miles
and even warranty that fit my budget. I am now a customer for life. Thank You Gentleman. With
the each passing day we rapidly adding countless happy customers to our business circle
having rating close to 5 FIVE stars. Prior to offer for sale, our vehicles are thoroughly inspected
by the competent experts and if needed brought into compliance as well. Our prime focus in
this essential area of life is to facilitate the customers with quality vehicles within competitive
prices. We are continuously striving to provide full technical support to customers as per their
requirement, help them to choose the appropriate vehicle which is best fit in their budget. We
are committed to provide our customers pressure free environment with honest opinion. Third
party Warranties are also offered if required by customers. We are glad to serve you anytime M
Mon. To Fri. Unit Chantilly, VA Odometer is miles below market average! Taylor Chevrolet will
demonstrate a We Say Yes Attitude and diligently work to assist customers in obtaining great
products, financing options, and excellent service throughout their buying and ownership
experience. Recent Arrival! Book values should be considered estimates only. Jidd Motors is a
great Luxury car dealership. Thanks to John B. Go check them out. Great place to buy Luxury
vehicles. Come in and bid to get crazy deals! Come during the week or early Saturday to sit in,
start up, and inspect the vehicles before you bid. Gates open at 9AM. You can even test drive
this car to your own mechanic for inspection on weekdays Mon-Fri. Its Automatic transmission
and Gas V6 3. This Dodge Nitro features the following options: Vehicle information center,

Variable intermittent windshield wipers, Universal garage door opener, Tilt steering column,
Supplemental side air bags, Speed sensitive pwr door locks, Speed control, Sentry key theft
deterrent system, Roof rack side rails, and Remote keyless entry. All prices have been reduced
for our Online Sales Event, reduced prices are good from Now, until Saturday close of business
at 5pm. We offer financing options that fit every customers needs. CarLink is conveniently
located in Morristown NJ. We have the best selection around with over Pre-Owned vehicles in
stock and ready for delivery to you! We offer some of the lowest financing rates available and
we also have special financing programs for bad credit and no credit. For more pictures and
information about this vehicle, please visit carlinkautos. Honest and Straight up people here no
bs going on like those franchise dealers always giving you run around. Here is it is like family
and they actually care about their reputation. America's Auto Mall strives to provide our
customers with the lowest prices and biggest selection in the Mid-West. The America's Auto
Mall buying experience offers customers a quick, relaxed and hassle-free environment in which
we strive to provide the highest degree of customer service. Don't just take our word for it,
check out our reviews on Google, and see what our past customers had to say about their
experience! We offer a wide variety of financing options including many local Credit Unions and
Banks, as well as National Lending Institutions to ensure each customer gets the most
competitive rates and terms available anywhere. All of our vehicles have been fully inspected
and serviced and gone through a rigorous reconditioning process in order to provide you the
best possible vehicles in the market! Contact our Internet Sales Department at We have a strong
and committed sales staff with many years of experience satisfying our customers' needs. Feel
free to browse our inventory online, request more information about vehicles, set up a test drive
or inquire about financing! This is a great vehicle you have to see it to believe it. Give us a call
at and Ed will go over all the details about the vehicle and tell you all about the great financing
options for Good None or Challenged credit. Look at this great CASH price plus this car also
qualifies for the 2 year warranty if you choose to purchase this peace of mind coverage. Popular
searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP code to show only relevant
vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available. Only show local listings. Year
s. Price and Payment Loan Price. Engine and Drivetrain Transmission Automatic Engine Type
Gas Cylinders 6 cylinders Interior Color Dark Brown Gray. Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing
Details Listings with recent price drops. Recently added listings. No accidents. Dealer Review: I
came in looking for a cheap in expensive car. Price Drop. Check Availability. Dealer Review:
Honest and Straight up people here no bs going on like those franchise dealers always giving
you run around. Frame damage. New Listing. Dealer Review: Low sales pressure. Very happy
with dealing with Hutch. Showing 1 - 18 out of 66 listings. Overall Consumer Rating. I bought it
and absolutely love my Nitro. It has 95, no complaints nothing wrong it runs perfect. You just
need to keep up-to-date on oil changes and keep it serviced. Learn more about the Dodge Nitro.
The used Dodge Nitro received an average score of 4 out of 5 based on consumer reviews at
Edmunds. If you want to learn more about the Dodge Nitro, read Edmunds' expert review. Where
to buy a used Dodge Nitro? Shoppers just like you have reviewed dealerships near you. Now
that you've found the right vehicle for you, you can find the best place to buy a used Dodge
Nitro. Great news! Shopping at one of these dealerships means you'll receive the highest level
of customer service. Price, mileage, and condition are all important factors to consider when
buying a used Dodge Nitro. Edmunds found 3 Great, 8 Good, and 6 Fair deals near you, so you
can be sure to get the best price. We also recommend reading Edmunds' consumer reviews to
find common problems, and paying for an independent inspection to make sure the used Dodge
Nitro you're buying doesn't have any problems that need addressing. Consumer reviews are a
great resource for determining how reliable a used Dodge Nitro will be. Out of consumer
reviews of the used Dodge Nitro available at Edmunds, 13 are one-star reviews. Take a look at
those reviews first, as they're most likely to describe reliability issues with the vehicle. Read
more. Sign Up. Used Dodge Nitro for Sale 4. Overall Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By
Rating. Overall 5. I loved everything about my vehicle. I would still have it if my husband hadn't
totaled it. I loved the way it looked, inside and out. It was an SUV but not too small or too big. I
had plenty of space inside of it. The back had plenty of storage space. Going grocery shopping
was so easy with this vehicle. I just opened up the back hatch and put everything inside. It had a
nice flat area to set everything on so nothing turned over. The vehicle ran well. It had 4-wheel
drive and did awesome in the snow, ice and mud. It went anywhere we needed it to go. I owned
the my nitro for several years and never had any major problems out of it. We like to go
camping and this SUV makes it super easy to bring along all of the things you may need to
camp. It was always nice to lift up the hatch for a place to sit and crank up the music and sit
around the camp fire. The 4-wheel drive was my favorite thing about my nitro. Now that I have a
vehicle that doesn't have that feature, I really miss it and realize how valuable it was. The

storage space behind the back seats is another thing I really miss. It was so easy to haul rather
large items or even just pick up groceries with the amount of storage that it had. The only
negative thing I can think of with this vehicle has to do with the plastic on the outside of it. Most
of the plastic had faded to a grey color and seemed to come loose easily. That is my only
complaint. The overall look of the exterior is sporty without being too aggressive. Once you get
into the driver's seat the Nitro seems to wrap around you like a cockpit. Even the back seats are
comfortable and inviting. I fell in love with the Nitro 2 years before I bought one. Our first
camping trip with our Nitro gained us some very jealous looks from the other campers in our
group. While everyone else was using manual pump to inflate their air mattresses we simple ran
an extension cable from the Nitro into our tent and plugged it into the outlet in the backseat and
used our electric air pump. Our air mattress was inflated and ready to go in minutes! The built in
power inverter is an a great feature! It has better gas mileage that other comparable models. The
backseats have a few inches of reclining which can make a huge difference. I also love that they
fold completely flat when they need to. The small storage space under the cargo area is a great
feature as well. There is an amazing amount of room for everything from camping equipment,
home improvement supplies, pets, and anything else you want or need to move. The passenger
foot area has a strange slat on the left side that can make it a little uncomfortable after a few
hours of ridding in the car. I was looking for a truck but found this little guy in my price range
instead. It is awesome, and I have only wished it were a truck when I wen to pick up gravel! It
has the pep of a car and the durability of a truck. I did switch out the stock tires for a more
aggressive four-wheel drive tires. I love my '07 Dodge Nitro. Hauled a bunch of lumber, and the
guy at the store kept telling me I was going to have to come back with a truck. I folded the seats
down and loaded it all up. He was amazed, and the look on his face was priceless! Front
passenger seat folds flat and can put something that is 8 feet in length in the cab. Tow package
can handle 5, pounds and does a great job towing over the mountains. It has a plug in in the
back seat and a car plug in in the front as well as the very back. There is a hidden cubby in the
cargo area that is perfect for holding tools and jumper cables. Love that it comes with an
auxiliary output as well as Bluetooth. The design of the rear windows internal components is
bad. It has plastic pulleys running a wire rope, which will eventually shear through the pulley.
The tires that come stock on this are for city driving, but the vehicle is a four-wheel drive. Some
of the parts are only available through Dodge, and it requires the Mopar antifreeze, or it
overheats. For a small v6, you would think it would get better gas mileage, but it gets about in
town. Dodge is no longer manufacturing the Nitro, which is sad because you can never get a
new one. They could have fixed many of the flaws and had the They could have fixed many of
the flaws and had these babies on the road for years to come. Used Dodge Nitro. EN Carrollton,
Kentucky Overall. A majority of all used US imports have either been in accidents, been stolen,
been flooded, salvaged and rebuilt and shipped to Europe or are subject to open recalls. For 30
years, CARFAX has been collecting data on US vehicles from thousands of sources and has
helped millions of used car shoppers reduce their risk of getting stuck with a vehicle that has
costly hidden problems. For more than 30 years, CARFAX has been helping millions of used car
shoppers make better purchase decisions and avoid expensive hidden problems. In addition,
CARFAX has helped used car dealers around the world to build trust with their customers and
sell their American cars with confidence. With more than 14 billion records, CARFAX has built
up its database with the help of its partners and sources, including government offices, law
enforcement agencies, service and repair shops, car dealerships, insurance companies and
many more. In addition to publicly available information, CARFAX has collected information
from many independent reliable sources. Thanks for the service, the price was absolutely worth.
Immediately to the Internet, paid with credit card and in 10 minutes I ha
2010 jetta headlights
nissan armada picture
4 post solenoid wiring diagram
d the report. Vehicle imported from California to Lithuania. For some weeks "Babs" is now with
us and we have a lot of fun with the car. Buying Used American Cars? Search by VIN. Instant
Access. We offer you unique vehicle history to help you make better purchase decisions.
Trusted by millions of users. Worldwide market leader. The most popular blog articles How to
detect mileage rollback? Mileage rollback is one of the most occurring types of fraud in the
selling process of used cars. However, there are ways to detect mileage fraud. Even though
odometer fraud is difficult to detect for the untrained eye, it is not an impossible task. Import a
car from the USA. There are a few advantages to buying a American used car. Check the Service
History of a Car. How important is the service history of a car? CARFAX takes a look at these
questions and explains the importance of the service history of a car, as well as where you can

find the complete history of service records. Make a VIN Search.

